My dear wife,

I must tell you that this morning I was so glad to hear you are feeling much better and 

the chief idea I am trying to have the horse in a short time. Do you think you can start your worry about going to market. He will have to in a few days. He is very much against dealing with anybody and how can change. However and ad soon as get better again he is going to be here and you can stop when you please to him.

I fixed the checks at house year and every around here.
Your plan to make a visit

determined about, I'm going
and Uncle didn't have any
trouble with her card and
Dolly went there and 800/0249
have taken this to 8000/0249
before.

The mail is taken up wish
you and dress baby as so here
tonight with harmony kiss lots of you also to see

Jim Pope

Tom going to hear Willie
has been sick last hope he
all are by now
If not delivered in Five Days, return to

T. B. SAUNDERS, Jr.,
LIVE STOCK COMMISSION MERCHANT,
P. O. BOX 422,
HOUSTON, TEXAS.
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Mrs. T. B. Saunders
2205 Monterey St
San Antonio, TX